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ABSTRACT
Code coverage is an intuitive and widely-used test adequacy measure. Established coverage measures treat each test goal (e.g., statement or branch) as equally important, and code-coverage adequacy requires every test goal to be covered. However, this is in contrast to how code coverage is used in practice. As a result, simply visualizing uncovered code is not actionable, and developers have to manually reason which uncovered code is critical to cover with tests and which code can be left untested. To make code coverage more actionable and further improve coverage in our codebase, we developed Productive Coverage—a novel approach to code coverage that guides developers to uncovered code that should be tested by (unit) tests. Specifically, Productive Coverage identifies uncovered code that is similar to existing tested and/or frequently in production executed code. We implemented and evaluated Productive Coverage for four programming languages (C++, Java, Go, and Python), and our evaluation shows: (1) The developer sentiment, measured at the point of use, is strongly positive; (2) Productive Coverage meaningfully increases test quality, compared to a strong baseline; (3) Productive Coverage has no negative effect on code authoring efficiency; (4) Productive Coverage modestly improves code-review efficiency; (5) Productive Coverage improves code quality and prevents defects from being introduced into the code.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Code coverage was one of the first metrics used to quantify software testing, the idea being first published in 1963 by Miller and Maloney [13]. Many different code coverage criteria have been proposed over time [22], and many tools to measure code coverage are available [21]. Code coverage is a validation requirement in safety-critical domains [1], and it is widely used in other domains—in commercial and open-source projects alike. Code coverage has an intuitive interpretation, coverage tools are available for a wide variety of programming languages, and prior work has found that developers generally perceive code coverage as useful [9].

At a high level, there are two common use cases for computing code coverage during development: (1) computing a code coverage ratio (e.g., the ratio of covered to all statements) and comparing it to a pre-defined threshold; (2) visualizing code coverage and exposing untested code to authors and reviewers. The second use case is aligned with code-review practices commonly found in commercial and open source projects [19, 20].

To better understand to what extent code coverage actually guides developers towards writing tests and/or improves the efficiency of the code review process, we conducted a field experiment at Google, hiding code coverage information during 30k randomly selected code reviews. Our results were as follows:

- We found evidence that displaying code coverage information during code review significantly reduces the overall code review duration.
- We found no evidence that showing code coverage during code review improves coverage more than the improvement already provided by the code review process itself.

Overall, our findings suggest that code coverage visualization improves code review efficiency: When reviewers find untested but important code, they may ask for more tests, and the visualization can help them identify what is not tested. However, even with such visualization coverage reaches a saturation point that still leaves some critical code uncovered. While Google’s codebase has a very high degree of code coverage after using code coverage automation for over a decade, we conjecture that saturation is, to some extent, a result of the lack of actionability of code coverage findings: Code coverage can expose untested code, but established coverage metrics treat each line, statement or branch of code as...
equally important. This is not only in stark contrast to how developers actually use code coverage [9], but importantly code authors and reviewers need to use their intuition to separate code into “important” and “less important” to focus their testing and quality assurance efforts accordingly.

Motivated by these findings, we designed a novel approach to code coverage—termed Productive Coverage—that automatically generates actionable test goals which actively guide developers to untested and important code. Instead of developer intuition, Productive Coverage relies on two key bits of information to decide what is important: (1) is similar code well tested in the existing code base and (2) is similar code frequently running in production? We developed and deployed an implementation of Productive Coverage, and we evaluated it, focusing on the following research questions:

RQ1 How do developers perceive Productive Coverage guidance?
RQ2 Does Productive Coverage improve code coverage?
RQ3 Does Productive Coverage affect code review duration?

Our results show that:

RA1 Developers generally find Productive Coverage useful and report a positive experience.
RA2 Productive Coverage improves code coverage over traditional code coverage visualization.
RA3 Productive Coverage significantly reduces the time reviewers spend on the code review, with a small effect; it has no significant effect on the time the authors spend on the review.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background information and a summary of the code coverage infrastructure at Google. Section 3 details our field experiment of using traditional code coverage during modern code review. Section 4 introduces Productive Coverage and section 5 details its evaluation. Section 6 describes related work, and section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

The research presented in this paper was conducted in an industrial setting at Google. The software testing and reviewing practices at Google are established and similar to what is done at other companies and in open source projects [19].

2.1 Change-based code review

A central aspect of software development at Google is the code review process [20], which is change-based (i.e., incrementally applied to all changes in the code base) and tool-assisted (i.e., information produced by automated analyses are available to authors and reviewers during the review).

At Google, tens of thousands of changes are reviewed per day. Changes are contained in a changelist: an atomic update to the company’s centralized version control system, which consists of a list of files, the operations to be performed on these files, and the file contents to be modified or added. Once a developer is satisfied with a (local) code change, they create a changelist and send it to the code review system for review. The author and the reviewers exchange comments through the review system. In response to these comments, the author may modify the contents of the changelist. Once the author and the reviewers are satisfied with the changelist, it is merged into the version control system.

Developers’ time is the most expensive aspect of the code review process at Google. All changelists are reviewed, and developers participate in the review process as author or reviewer multiple times per day. Around 70% of changelists have one reviewer (98% have three or fewer). Even though most changelists are small (43% of the changelists have 10 or fewer lines and 98% have fewer than 200 lines) and relatively quick to review, the total cost of the review process is significant. Optimizing the review process without compromising on quality is an important business goal; even a 1% improvement to review duration equals hundreds of developer-hours saved per day.

2.2 Code coverage infrastructure

Google has an extensive suite of analyses integrated in the code review process (e.g., linters, formatters, and automated testing) that aid authors and reviewers. Code coverage is among those analyses. Google’s coverage infrastructure supports more than ten programming languages and has been in use for about a decade. Our research focuses on the following languages: C++, Java, Python, Go, JavaScript, TypeScript and Dart. We selected these based on number of changelists and diversity of use cases (e.g., back-end vs. front-end development). Some changelists (about 3%) involve multiple languages, mostly combinations of a back-end and a front-end language (e.g., Java and JavaScript). The term (code) coverage in this paper refers specifically to line coverage, not counting empty lines and comments. Line coverage is automatically computed for almost all human-authored changelists, and in Google’s code base, line coverage strongly correlates with statement coverage [9].

We refer readers interested in the development and evolution of this infrastructure, or how code coverage is used outside of the code review process, to the corresponding publication [9].

If coverage information is available, it is automatically displayed as part of the code review UI, as shown in Figure 1. Developers may choose to consume, and possibly act on, the code coverage visualization, or they can simply ignore it. Additionally, developers can click on a small “chip” in the code review UI to retrieve a detailed code-coverage execution log, which developers commonly use to investigate failures during coverage computation, e.g., failing tests. Note that developers can consume the code-coverage visualization without viewing this detailed report.

![Figure 1: Baseline code coverage visualization (line numbers only): the color coding of a line number indicates whether it is covered (green) or uncovered (orange).](image-url)
3 CODE COVERAGE DURING CODE REVIEW

Code coverage computation and visualization (using color-coded line numbers) have been available during code review at Google for a decade, and developers generally perceive code coverage as useful [9]. To quantify the effects of visualizing code coverage we conducted an experiment between March 26 and June 27 in 2019.

Our experiment sampled changelists submitted for code review and grouped them into an experiment group and a control group. The changelists were selected randomly, based on the last few digits of the changelist ID using different digit ranges for the two groups. The changelist ID is suitable for sampling: it is monotonically increasing across the code base and is not computed from any changelists data or meta data.

We modified the existing code-coverage infrastructure to fully compute the coverage information, but not display it for changelists in the experiment group: all coverage information was hidden, and any attempt to retrieve detailed code-coverage execution logs (through a report “chip”) resulted in a custom message, which replaced that report and informed the developer that the changelist was part of an experiment. This custom message also allowed the developer to opt out of the experiment: a “Show coverage” link immediately displayed code coverage in the code review UI as usual.

Retrieving the detailed code-coverage execution logs is an explicit user action, which signals active interaction with the code-coverage infrastructure. Our experiment takes this into account and distinguishes between changelists for which this signal was observed and changelists for which it was not.

3.1 Datasets

As shown in Figure 2, our experiment sampled, over the duration of 3 months, 29,149 changelists for the experiment group and 28,577 changelists for the control group.

For the Experiment group, our experiment randomly selected 29,149 changelists. For 1,005 (3.4%) of these, developers attempted to retrieve the detailed code-coverage execution logs, and hence viewed the experiment notice and the opt-out instructions. We subdivided the Experiment dataset into two non-overlapping datasets:

- **Experiment (no logs)**: For 28,144 changelists, the developers did not attempt to retrieve the execution logs, and hence did not view the experiment notice.
- **Experiment (logs)**: For 398 changelists, the developers explicitly opted into the experiment: they attempted to retrieve the execution logs, viewed the experiment notice, but continued without code coverage information. For the remaining 607 changelists, the developers explicitly opted out of the experiment: they attempted to retrieve the execution logs, viewed the experiment notice, and clicked the “Show coverage” link.

For the Control group, our experiment randomly selected 28,577 changelists that are disjoint from the Experiment dataset, using the same sampling methodology during the same time period:

- **Control (no logs)**: For 26,915 changelists, the developers could observe the code coverage visualization but did not retrieve the execution logs.
- **Control (logs)**: For 1,642, the developers could observe the code coverage visualization and retrieved the detailed execution logs.

3.2 Measures of interest

Our research is concerned with the effects of showing code coverage during code review on the change in code coverage and the code-review duration. This section details how we measured these two variables of interest and what changelist characteristics we accounted for to minimize the risk of confounding.

We compare these measures for Control (no logs) vs. Experiment (no logs) to study differences resulting from withholding coverage information in the cases where developers did not (attempt to) view the detailed execution logs, and for Control (logs) vs. Experiment (logs) to study the differences in those cases where developers did.

3.2.1 Code coverage increase. The coverage infrastructure automatically computes coverage at the start of the code review, and repeatedly during the code review if the changelist is updated. To study the relationship between visualizing code coverage and code coverage increase, we measured the following:

- **Change in coverage percentage**: the difference between the coverage percentage at the end and at the start of the review. We computed this difference for all changelists for which coverage was computed more than once; for all other changelists, the difference is zero.

3.2.2 Review duration. We quantify the review duration for a changelist using three different measures:

- **Total wall-clock time**: the time (in minutes) between requesting the code review and it being submitted to the code base. This includes periods where no developer is in any way interacting with the changelist, for example night time.
- **Active shepherding time**: the time (in seconds) spent by the author of the changelist reviewing and responding to reviewer comments and actively working on the changelist, between requesting the code review and merging the changelist in the code base. This includes time spent in the main code review tool and any other tools (e.g., editors) but does not include offline time, such as in-person conversations.
- **Active reviewing time**: the time (in seconds) spent by the reviewer in providing feedback. This includes time spent
in the main code review tool and time spent in other tools doing review related tasks, such as looking up APIs or documentation but not offline time spent on the review, such as in-person conversations or thinking about the code while drinking coffee.

These measures are available to us because the development environments and all tools used during the code review process are instrumented. The definitions of the active time measures follow the definitions described by Egelman et al. [5].

3.3 Experimental controls

Code coverage ratios and review times can be influenced by many factors. Based on feedback collected from developers and our own experience, we collected the following covariates for each changelist and used them as statistical controls:

1. **Number of reviewers**: 70% of changelists have one reviewer and 98% have three or fewer. Changelists with more reviewers have longer total wall-clock time and unsurprisingly use more active reviewing and shepherding time.
2. **Previous changelists with coverage**: familiarity of the author with coverage in particular and the code review process in general. To control for the fact that authors with longer tenure naturally have more changelists, only the 90 days before the changelist being studied are considered.
3. **Previous changelists with the same reviewers**: familiarity of the reviewers with the author and vice versa.
4. **Number of files in the changelist**: log-transformed number of files in the changelist. More files to review requires more time to review.
5. **Instrumented lines at start of the review**: log-transformed number of instrumented lines, representing the order of magnitude of the changelist size. Instrumented lines are lines of code that have been instrumented by the coverage analysis infrastructure. Note that only executable lines can be instrumented. Comments, blank lines and other non-executable lines are not counted towards the changelist size.
6. **Programming language**: one-hot encoded variable that indicates the primary programming language of the changelist. Since code coverage ratios for changelists vary across programming languages, we control for it.

3.4 Sampling method validation

To ensure that the Control and Experiment datasets are not systematically different we performed a logistic regression. Specifically, we modelled the group (Experiment vs. Control) as the outcome variable and used all variables listed in section 3.3 as predictors. In this model, none of predictor coefficients were statistically significant, with the lowest p-value being 0.064. Based on this analysis, we conclude that our sampling approach did not introduce bias and that the resulting datasets do not have systematically different characteristics that may confound the results.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Change in Coverage. In total, there were 13,779 changelists with multiple coverage measurements in the Control (no logs) group and 13,870 in the Experiment (no logs) group. (There were 625 in the Control (logs) group and 229 in the Experiment (logs) group).

Figure 3 shows the distribution of code coverage percentages at the start of the review. Given that code coverage is very high at the start of most changelists, with a median above 90%, the possible increase in code coverage is quite limited.

Figure 4 shows a boxplot of the change in coverage percentage. The median in all datasets is 0%, i.e., the coverage percentage did not change during the review. There are no statistically significant differences between the Control (no logs) and Experiment (no logs) datasets, nor between the Control (logs) and Experiment (logs) datasets. While Control (logs) shows higher variance in change percentage, the median in both datasets is still 0%.

This result indicates that visualizing test coverage during the code review process might not increase test coverage, beyond the increase already provided by the review process. These findings are consistent with prior work, showing that code review itself leads to improvements in both code and test quality [12].

However, the baseline coverage in our code base is very high and the code coverage visualization has been available for a decade.
Controlling for related learning and saturation effects would require us to consistently deny visualization to a subset of engineers, which would neither be practical nor ethical.

3.5.2 Change in review duration. We examined what effect showing code coverage has on code review duration. We hypothesized that visualizing code coverage (color-coded line numbers) speeds up the code review: When reviewing a changelist, a reviewer may want to check whether a given line is covered by tests. If code coverage is not visualized, this will take longer since the reviewer will have to inspect test files and verify that a corresponding test case exists.

Table 1 summarizes the statistical analysis of total wall-clock time in review. We can see a statistically significant difference between the Control (no logs) and Experiment (no logs) datasets with a 54 minute (5%) change in the median. The table also shows that visualizing line coverage speeds up the code review: When reviewing a changelist, a reviewer may want to check whether a given line is covered by tests. If code coverage is not visualized, this will take longer since the reviewer will have to inspect test files and verify that a corresponding test case exists.

Table 1: Mann-Whitney U test comparing the distributions of review duration between Experiment and Control groups. “Execution logs” indicates whether a developer attempted to retrieve the detailed code-coverage execution logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Execution logs</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total wall-clock time (min)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>1116</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2663</td>
<td>3242</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active shepherding time (sec)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4344</td>
<td>4409</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active reviewing time (sec)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: In our experimental setting, visualizing line coverage does not significantly improve code coverage, beyond what is already provided by the review process. It does however make the review process more efficient.

4 ACTIONABLE CODE COVERAGE

Based on the observations from our field experiment, we developed a novel approach to code coverage—Productive Coverage—that aims at making code coverage more actionable. Given a changelist, it analyzes the changed code and identifies code that is uncovered but should be tested, if any such code exists. Figure 5 shows an example message posted by Productive Coverage during code review. Note the thumbs up and down buttons, which allow developers to provide feedback on each individual message, and the “Please fix” button, which allows reviewers to request changes. (Clicking the “Please fix” button adds a comment in the reviewer’s name on the same line containing prefilled text.)

We developed Productive Coverage based on two key insights: (1) Google’s codebase is stored in a monolithic repository that contains the aggregate knowledge of tens of thousands of developers; (2) untested code (added or changed) should be tested if it is similar to existing code that is well tested or frequently executed in production. Developing Productive Coverage, therefore, required us to define three measures: code similarity, code testedness, and code execution frequency.

4.1 Code similarity

Defining and measuring code similarity requires a suitable abstraction over source code. We chose an abstraction based on our experience with the codebase, especially with source-code lines that are usually not tested. Here are two examples: (1) A call to log.info aids debugging but is usually not subject to unit testing. (2) A statement of the form throw new Exception may generally be important to test, but the exception message itself (e.g., throw new Exception("this should never happen")) may indicate otherwise. Capturing this intuition, we chose an abstraction over identifiers and string literals, enabling Productive Coverage to identify and reason over such patterns.

Productive Coverage analyzes the abstract syntax tree (AST) and finds all nodes that represent identifiers (e.g., function calls or enum values) or string literals. It then processes these nodes as follows:

- A statement with a single identifier is used as-is (unigram).
- A statement that involves multiple identifiers is transformed into a sequence of bigrams.
- A string literal is transformed into a sequence of trigrams.

Consider the following example code (Python):

```python
setContext()
x = complicated.Function(238)
y = common.Function("One_two_three_four")
```

The first line is a function call with a single identifier (setContext), which is used as-is. The second line is an assignment that contains three identifiers, which are transformed into 2 bigrams: [x, complicated] and [complicated, Function]. The third line is an assignment with three identifiers, which are transformed as before, and one string literal, which is transformed into 2 trigrams: ["One", "two", "three"] and ["two", "three", "four"].

Given this abstraction, a statement is represented by a set of n-grams and code similarity between two statements corresponds to the ratio of matching n-grams (exact matches).
Table 2: Code abstraction and similarity model summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C++</th>
<th>Go</th>
<th>JAVA</th>
<th>Python</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of n-grams</td>
<td>9,023</td>
<td>12,445</td>
<td>20,497</td>
<td>7,791</td>
<td>49,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifiers</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>61.7%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strings</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We chose this similarity metric because it scales very well to the size of our codebase. The model easily fits in the memory of a single average developer workstation and requires a very small amount of processor time to query. At the same time, the model performs well for our use case, as can be seen in Section 5.

4.2 Code testedness

For each individual n-gram (and the statement associated with it), Productive Coverage relies on code coverage and mutation testing information to compute 4 values: (1) number of times the n-gram occurs in the existing codebase, (2) number of times it was covered by existing unit tests, (3) number of times the associated statement was mutated, and (4) number of times a mutant of the associated statement was detected by existing unit tests.

Note that Productive Coverage computes these n-grams and the corresponding values across the entire codebase regularly, using historical analysis data for code coverage and mutation testing. These values are then normalized (coverage and mutation score individually to range from 0 to 1) and combined into a single testedness score per n-gram (product of coverage and mutation score). To ensure robust estimates of testedness for any given n-gram, we arbitrarily chose a threshold of 25 occurrences in the exiting codebase—the testedness of an n-gram above this threshold is the combined score; the testedness of an n-gram below this threshold is set to 1, which prevents Productive Coverage from filtering it.

The testedness of an AST node is computed as the average testedness of all AST nodes that form that node. The testedness of a statement is the aggregated testedness of all AST nodes that form that statement.

4.3 Code execution frequency

Google samples all code running in production. Productive Coverage scores each AST node based on the number of CPU seconds of the corresponding code: \[ \text{score} = \log_2(1.0 + \text{CPU seconds}) \]. Small scores are set to 0; we chose 0.01 CPU seconds as the threshold. The CPU usage is propagated up the AST. For example, a node representing an if statement will have a CPU usage that equals the total CPU usage of all statements contained in its body.

4.4 Final scoring model

As a performance optimization and to minimize model size, we chose to only store n-grams whose testedness score is below 0.5—that is, n-grams with sufficient occurrences that are "not tested enough". During inference, an n-gram not present in the stored model is treated as "well tested" and assigned the maximum score of 1.0. This optimization also treats any never-before-seen n-gram as maximally important, which is a conservative choice to bias the model towards "code should generally be tested".

As of the writing of this paper, the code abstraction and similarity model contains 49,756 n-grams with a testedness score of less than 0.5. Table 2 summarizes the most important high-level measures of the model. Due to industrial confidentiality reasons, we cannot disclose more information about the n-grams in the model.

4.5 System architecture

After a developer creates or modifies a changelist, the existing coverage service runs tests and computes line coverage. A successful computation of line coverage is a prerequisite of Productive Coverage, which involves four main steps:

1. Productive Coverage filters out all test and test helper code.
2. Productive Coverage creates an AST for all changed code and scores all AST nodes.
3. Productive Coverage filters low-scoring AST nodes.
4. Productive Coverage returns the highest scoring nodes.

Processing a single changelist is fast and Productive Coverage is trivially parallelizable across changelists; it can be deployed as a distributed service that scales with the number of changelists.

4.5.1 Filtering tests and test helper code. Unit test code is itself code and is also reviewed as part of the code review process. However, the only way unit test code can be not covered by unit tests is if the tests did not run. While this can happen if the project is misconfigured, other much simpler tools exist to detect this problem. The same applies to test helper code, i.e., test libraries that are only used to avoid code duplication in test code. To reduce the noise in the system, Productive Coverage removes tests and test helper code from all computations. Tests are easily identified because they directly import the unit testing framework. Test helpers are identified using the dependency graph. This step eliminates entire files and is done as a significant resource optimization.

4.5.2 Scoring AST nodes. Productive Coverage parses all changed code into an AST and its model can score any AST node based on that node’s similarity to other nodes corresponding to code already in the codebase. This model has a small memory footprint and can be kept in memory. Specifically, Productive Coverage uses a hash map to score all AST nodes, where nodes with multiple n-grams are scored by aggregating the scores of the individual n-grams.

4.5.3 Filtering low-scoring AST nodes. AST nodes that are already covered by tests can be trivially filtered out: the automated coverage infrastructure provides covered lines and during parsing each AST node preserves the line range of the source code it represents. Productive Coverage operates on AST nodes, but the coverage infrastructure computes coverage at the line level. However, modern parsers annotate AST nodes with their byte and line range. If the AST node represents only a single line, or part of a line, then mapping that to coverage is trivial. If the AST node represents multiple lines, we consider the node covered if all lines represented by the node are covered. The AST node is uncovered if no lines represented by the node are covered. If some lines are covered and some are not, the node is mixed. Comments, whitespace and other non-code lines are ignored. In this step, all fully covered and mixed AST nodes are filtered. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the number of comments by the number of lines of code represented by that comment. 98.5% of all comments cover fewer than 15 lines.
Remaining uncovered AST nodes are then filtered based on their testedness score—nodes with a score below 0.5 are discarded.

4.5.4 Selecting the highest scoring nodes. For each changed file in a changelist, we limit the number of lines Productive Coverage can post a message on, to prevent the developer from being overwhelmed. To that end, the AST nodes are sorted by their aggregated testedness score and only the top scoring nodes are selected.

4.6 Deployment

Productive coverage was deployed in 2022. Figure 7 shows the timeline of the deployment. The deployment was spread out over a period of 7 months to allow us to improve the quality of the tool based on user feedback. Productive Coverage was initially posting comments on a very limited set of changelists, randomly selected based on the last two digits of their ID. Two improvements that were implemented during the rollout period were the test helper filtering, implemented in September, and the code execution frequency signal, implemented in October. We chose to initially validate our idea on two languages, C++ and Go. Once the idea proved viable, Java and Python were implemented based on business priorities.

While Productive Coverage was posting comments only on a percentage of changes, it was computing testedness scores for all changes during the entire period and storing comments it would have posted, but did not, in a database for analysis. This set of “counterfactual comments” that were never posted offers a baseline for measuring the effect of the tool.

Productive Coverage uses our existing mutation testing system, which suppresses mutants based on arid node heuristics [16, 17]. Arid nodes are AST nodes that developers are generally not interested in testing, and hence they are never mutated [15]. This has implications for Productive Coverage’s testedness score, which is low for such nodes. While a low testedness score is arguably the correct score for such AST nodes, we leave a deeper investigation into the effects of arid node suppression for future work.

5 EVALUATION

During deployment, 554,067 comments were shown by the tool to developers. During the roll-out, comments were posted only on a percentage of changes but the analysis was performed on all applicable changes. Figure 8 shows the ratio of hidden and shown comments per week of roll-out. Due to industrial confidentiality reasons we cannot disclose the total number of shown and hidden comments per week or month.

5.1 Developer sentiment

Figure 9 shows the ratio of positive, negative and mixed developer sentiments across the deployment period. Positive feedback means that one or more developers clicked either the “Thumbs up” or the “Please fix” buttons shown in Figure 5. Negative feedback means that one or more developers clicked the “Thumbs down” button shown in Figure 5. Mixed feedback means that the comment received both positive and negative feedback, sometimes from different people. It should be noted that the higher volatility at the start of the year is due to smaller total number of comments at those times. The overall trend of decreasing negative feedback shows the effect of
continuous improvements to arid node heuristics, the testedness model and the rollout of the execution frequency signal.

Figure 9 shows that developers are 10 times more likely to be satisfied by the comments posted by the tool than be dissatisfied by it. However, it should also be noted that for almost 90% of comments the developers did not provide any explicit feedback. Figure 10 shows one significant factor that explains this; developers are more likely to provide feedback on comments posted on larger changelists. Since most changelists are small, this leads to relatively small overall feedback rate. Note that the positive feedback rate increases with changelist size and the negative rate remains constant.

RQ1: Developers are generally satisfied with the actionability of the comments provided by Productive Coverage.

5.2 Change in coverage

During the lifetime of the changelist, tests can be added, changed or removed, changing the coverage of the lines of code represented by the AST node that any comment is attached to. For any given individual comment, we can first determine which, if any, lines at the end of the code review map to the lines represented by the comment. We then compute the coverage of both sets of lines and say that the coverage has improved if the coverage percentage of the lines represented by the comment at the end of the review is greater than the coverage percentage of the lines represented by the comment at the start of the review. Figure 11 shows the ratio of comments where the line where the comment was posted was covered by tests more at the end of the code review than at the start of the review. Note that the high volatility of each line during some periods is due to smaller populations. As can be clearly shown from the chart, when the automated comment receives positive feedback, it leads to improved coverage more than 50% of the time. If the comment does not receive any feedback the coverage will improve 12% of the time, and even comments with negative feedback still lead to improved coverage 13% of the time. The baseline, coverage improvement due to the review process itself and previous automation is 8%.

Another way to improve coverage during the review is to modify the code under test. We track the lifetime of the comment using a modified, high performance re-implementation of GumTreeDiff [6]. During the lifetime of a changelist, the code that the comment is attached to can change in 4 ways:

- **Not moved**: There are no changes to the file containing the code. The code maps to the exact same location.
- **Moved**: The code in the file was modified, moving the code represented by the comment to different line numbers, but the code representing the comment was not modified at all, or was only slightly changed. The code maps to a single location at the end of the review.
Figure 12: Location of code represented by the productive coverage comment at the end of the review.
The distribution was stable across the deployment period. Only the "Positive" feedback group significantly differs from the baseline.

- **Refactored**: The code represented by the comment was refactored and moved into multiple new places, but the connection between the new locations and old can still be seen; for example, if the inner code of a for loop is refactored into a separate function. The code maps to two or more code locations at the end of the review.
- **Removed**: The code was deleted or modified beyond recognition. The code maps to no location at the end of the review.

Figure 12 shows the percentage of comments in each category. The baseline, no feedback, mixed and negative have no significant differences, but the positive comments are more likely to have the lines where the comment was posted no longer present at the end of the review. We manually examined 200 randomly selected comments from the "Removed" category: 100 with positive feedback and 100 baseline counterfactuals; we found no difference between the two. From the 200 comments we examined, 4 categories emerged:

1. The lines of code were unnecessary and should not have been included in the change. The author deleted the lines. Roughly 20% of comments were in this group.
2. The lines of code were refactored keeping the logic of the code exactly the same, but changing the code so much that the diffing algorithm was no longer able to identify the code as moved. The most common case here is moving the code from one file to the other, since we did not even attempt cross-file diffing. Roughly 30% are in this group.
3. The code was modified changing the behaviour of the code. Commonly, the change was in the error handling code and the way errors are propagated or not was changed. Less frequently, the code had a bug and the bug was fixed. Roughly 30% are in this group.

4. The review stretched for so long that the codebase advanced and a sync to head was required. The author possibly reverted the change completely and started from a fresh client, or they performed a three way merge that significantly changed to code making all previous analysis obsolete. Roughly 10% are in this group.

Based on this, we conclude that Productive Coverage leads to improvements in code quality. The 5% increase in removed code in the positive feedback category (13%) compared to all other categories (8%) provides us with a lower bound for this code improvement. Given that roughly 10% of all productive coverage comments receive positive feedback we estimate that at least 1 in every 200 productive coverage comments leads to direct code improvements.

To illustrate how this happens, we provide the following comment exchange between a reviewer and an author; a real example we observed during our examination:

**Reviewer**: Please fix.
Maybe add a test case that verifies that the [codename] keeps going, if it is straightforward to stage data that will cause the call above to fail?

**Author**: Done.
This caught a bug here (the `continue`) so was well worth adding.

Figure 13 shows the change in coverage at the start and at the end of the code review. This chart is provided for comparison to the withholding experiment described in section 3.5.1.

Based on the observed improvements to tests and code, we conclude that:

**RQ2**: Productive coverage leads to a meaningful improvement in test and code quality, despite a strong baseline.
Whitney U test; we examined the effects of showing Productive Coverage comments were not shown (line numbers only) and those were they were.

Table 3: Mann-Whitney U test comparing the distributions of review duration between the baseline code coverage visualization (line numbers only) and Productive Coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line numbers only</th>
<th>Productive Coverage</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total wall-clock time (min)</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>-0.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active shepherding time (sec)</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active reviewing time (sec)</td>
<td>1495</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>-2.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Change in review duration

We examined the effects of showing Productive Coverage comments on code review duration, using the same three time measures described in Section 3.2. Table 3 summarizes the results.

The active reviewing time differs significantly (two-sided Mann-Whitney U test; \( p < 0.01 \)) between the changes where the comments were not shown (line numbers only) and those were they were (Productive Coverage). The medians of active reviewing time are 1495 and 1460 seconds when the comments are hidden and shown respectively, showing a 2.34% decrease in active review time when productive coverage is used.

In contrast to active reviewing time, we did not observe a significant difference in the total wall-clock time, nor in the active shepherding time. The differences in medians of -0.23% and 0.26%, respectively, are not statistically significant. Note that the review times in tables 1 and 3 are not directly comparable due to different populations (difference in number of programming languages and all changelists vs. coverage-eligible changelists).

RQ3: Productive Coverage significantly reduces the time reviewers spend on the code review, with a small effect; it has no significant effect on the time the authors spend on the review.

5.4 Threats to validity

The primary limitation of our study, regarding external validity, is the experiment context and research setting, which is limited to a single company. While developers, programming languages, and tools all form a large and diverse sample, it may still be too company-specific. For example, the unit testing practices and high code coverage baseline may not be representative.

Regarding construct validity, our chosen proxy measures such as review time may not accurately capture the conceptual variables of interest, such as reviewer effort and process efficiency. We tried to mitigate this threat as much as possible by incorporating precise measures such as active review time.

A threat to internal validity are potential carry-over-effects. Our dataset contains very few observations of established projects choosing to adopt coverage late in the development process. Because coverage has been established at Google for many years, older projects have adopted it many years ago, and new projects are using it from the start. This means that our results do not necessarily reflect what would happen in the short term if coverage is introduced into existing projects with weak baseline coverage.

6 RELATED WORK

Code coverage has been studied extensively since it was introduced, however the focus of studies has been test suite quality. Marick [11] considers many ways in which such use can go wrong. Inozemtseva and Holmes [8] analyzed five projects with up to 724 KLOC. They found low to moderate correlation between coverage and defects, and Kochar et al. [10] analyzed two projects with 120 KLOC and found moderate to strong correlation between coverage and defects. Chen et al. [4] analyzed the relationship between a test set’s size, its code coverage adequacy, and its fault detection capability. None of these studies, however, explore the effects of code coverage on any other metric, and while test suite quality is important, industrial practitioners must consider the developer workflow holistically.

Some research does analyze other metrics, often to increase the prediction power. Chen et al. [3] for example augment testing time with coverage. Antinayan et al. [2] report the results of an analysis of adequacy of unit test coverage criteria at Ericsson, and give results of a literature survey that lists 8 related works. Their analysis was performed on a single 2 MLOC project worked on by 150 engineers. They found very low correlation between coverage and defects. Piwowarski et al. [18] report on a case study from 1991, performed at IBM on a single 780 KLOC project. They found that the cost of removing errors dropped by 20% when coverage computation was added to the developer workflow and when improving coverage was set as a goal. Most of the reduction in error removal cost came as a result of fewer errors in the shipped product. Mockus et al. [14] report on two case studies from 2009 performed at Microsoft and Avaya, on two project with 40+ MLOC and 1 MLOC respectively. They found that improving coverage reduced the number of errors in the released product, and that the effort required to improve coverage increases disproportionally with coverage, with the study concluding that “the optimal levels of coverage are likely to be well short of 100%.”. As shown in this paper, while 100% is indeed difficult to achieve, ‘well short’ is perhaps a bit too pessimistic.

Gopinath et al. [7] provide a large-scale analysis, having analyzed 1,254 open source projects. They found that statement coverage is “probably the best coverage criteria for predicting test suite quality in their context, over testing effort lifetime”, but more interestingly they commented that the best criteria for research purposes differ from those for practitioners, and that the focus of practitioners is not on evaluating testing methods but on producing quality software. Our findings seem to be in line with this observation.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Code coverage is an intuitive and established test adequacy measure. However, not all parts of the code base are equally important, and hence additional testing may be critical for some uncovered code, whereas it may not be worthwhile for other uncovered code. As a result, simply visualizing uncovered code is not actionable.

This paper proposes a novel approach to code coverage — termed Productive Coverage — that aims to make code coverage findings actionable by pointing out uncovered code that should be tested.
Productive Coverage is based on the principle that uncovered code should be tested if it is similar to existing code that is well tested and/or frequently executed in production. Conversely, if uncovered code is similar to code that is rarely, if ever, tested, alerting a developer to the fact that the code is uncovered would likely result in a false-positive warning.

We implemented Productive Coverage for four programming languages (C++, Java, Go, and Python), and our evaluation shows:

- The developer sentiment towards Productive Coverage, measured at the point of use, is strongly positive.
- Productive Coverage meaningfully increases code coverage above a strong baseline—an established code review process and color-coded line numbers.
- Productive Coverage has no adverse effect on code authoring efficiency.
- Productive Coverage modestly improves the code-review efficiency, by reducing the active review time.
- In addition to improving test quality, Productive Coverage measurably improves code quality and prevents defects from being introduced into the codebase.
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